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ABSTRACT

Application of inverter as a input (AC to DC) to the load used as control 

something devices to move, rotate, and drive using input and inverter part to the motor, 

light and relay. This layout is design from electric component that will supply voltage to 

the load (motor and lighting system, according to the previous project, this project will 

become a modem technology use at the future.

This project function as a output from the AC to DC inverter, that will show that 

the circuit will produce 12V DC voltage to move the motor and lighting system.

The main future o f this project is to build higher load to the system. As a result, 

the output is state when its input voltage and inverter voltage supply rises above a certain 

reference voltage. The output will activate a relay to operate the motor and the relay 

contact may be used to operate an external light to show the output.

The application o f inverter ac to dc as an input to the load is differ and highly 

efficient design developed from a previous electronic project.
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CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION

1.1 Background

These projects are introducing the application of inverter (AC to DC) as an input to the load. 

The load is supposed to sense the difference between the voltage supply the input, inverter, and 

produce voltage at the output.

This project is a activate switch function and it is very useful if connected to something 

devices such as motor, mechanical relay, and light. This is because the concept that are use now is 

about inverter (AC to DC) as a input to the load that can be used to change a signal from analog 

to digital.

The output state when its input voltage and inverter voltage supply rises above a certain 

reference voltage. The output will activate a relay to operate the motor and the relay contact may 

be used to operate an external light to produce output.
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